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Parker Andree, flute* • Carter Reynolds, flute+
Hyunjin Wang, piano^

+from Changes of Phase (2016)..........................Kenji Bunch (b. 1973)
  III. Slow, but flowing
  I. Pulsing
     Francisco Rubio, oboe • Meaghan O’Connor, clarinet
     Artur Kuchurivskiy, bassoon * Jackson Dillard, horn

*^Sonatine (1943)........................................Henri Dutilleux (1916–2013)
  I. Allegretto
  II. Andante
  III. Animé

+^Ballade (1927).........................................Philippe Gaubert (1879–1941)

*from Serenade No. 10, Opus 73 (1957) ..... Vincent Persichetti (1915–1987)
  I. Larghetto
  III. Andante grazioso
  IV. Andante cantabile
  V. Allegretto
  VI. Scherzando
     Sophie Chien, harp

+^Ballade (1939).............................................Frank Martin (1890–1974)

*^Trio (1973).................................................Chick Corea (1941–2021)
     Josh Diaz, bassoon
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